Customer Success
Acumatica Cloud ERP Improves Growth,
Productivity, and Flexibility with Accredited
Testing Service
"Our team is much more mobile [with Acumatica Cloud ERP] in this new
hybrid, work from home, work from anywhere world. They love it! We have
also experienced substantial increases in productivity, improvements in data
integrity & reporting, and it allows our team to stop wasting time on low
impact work & refocus their time more on higher priorities that add value to
our clients."
- Brad Bonomo, Compliance Testing, Chief Operating Officer

OVERVIEW
Since 1963, Compliance Testing, LLC (CT) has provided accurate & reliable,
electronic regulatory product-testing on behalf of agencies like the FCC,
European Union, UK, Canada, South Korea, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
and more.
CT's expert engineering services open the doors to global markets for small,
mid-market and enterprise emerging tech manufacturer client devices in
areas including: Telecom and Wireless, Smart Home, Smart City, IoT and
Consumer Electronics, Industrial Equipment, MedTech, Medical, and Health
and Wellness.
As of 2021, CT is the only test lab in the world that offers CSSI P25 Field
Testing, as well as being one of just a few hundred Telecommunications
Certification Bodies (TCB).

CHALLENGES
As technology advanced, Compliance Testing was tired of dealing with
redundant data entries, low impact manual work, remote challenges,
problems with data syncing, and data integrity with multiple data sources in a
CRM / accounting system. These challenges made daily business processes
strenuous and overwhelming to manage.
When looking for an ERP software, CT decided they needed to a solution that
would answer to the following requests:
A CRM under the Financial Suite with the functionality to have a price list
with shifts as a unit of measure, associate emails to project records, and
convert opportunities to projects.
Sales automations.
Integrated marketing solution.
Purchase Order Management module.
A solution plus SmartSheets to effectively meet all operational needs.

Company
Compliance Testing, LLC
compliancetesting.com
Industry
Electronics / Electronics
Engineering
Location
Mesa, AZ
Number of Employees
11 - 50 employees
Services
Emission testing to
FCC and Industry
Canada Standards.
Emissions and
immunity testing for
CE Mark.
Product safety
testing.
Creation of test
reports and
assistance with
declaration of
conformity needs.
Identification of all
appropriate
standards and
directives for specific
markets.
Custom testing and
reporting.
Continued on Page 2...
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Customer Success
SOLUTION
Compliance Testing deployed Acumatica cloud ERP in August 2020, gaining
a single solution to operate their business that led to improved remote
challenges, greater data transparency, and numerous operational
efficiencies.
Service Continued...

IMPACT
With Acumatica, Compliance Testing consolidated multiple on-premise
business applications into one cloud platform; streamline workflows, eliminate
redundant entry, and obtain the benefits of mobility in a work from anywhere
world.
On a daily basis, the CT Team experiences substantial increases in
productivity, and improvements to data integrity and reporting. The team no
longer spends countless hours on low impact projects, Acumatica provides
the resources and flexibility for team members to focus their time and energy
on high value projects.

KEY RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Gained one centralized ERP, increasing business performance visibility
for management.
Leveraged the cloud, eliminated redundant data entries.
Provided information instantly, shaving time spent gathering data for
reporting from hours to minutes.
Acquired easy-to-use solution, one that managers and employees love.
Improved data accuracy, streamlining workflows and saving employees
time for more relevant tasks.

P25 interoperability
testing.
Submission for
worldwide conformity
and interface with
government
regulatory agencies.
Social Details
Compliance Testing
LLC
Compliance Testing
@compliance_az
Compliance Testing
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WHY CHOOSE ACC SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS AND ACUMATICA?
"The partner support [with ACC Software Solutions] and hands on ability to
walk us through what operating our business would be like, realistically, on
this platform. The personal relationship, time investment to truly learn our
business, and awesome functionality of Acumatica brought it all together. A
lot of ERPs look great in the demos, our team at ACC and Acumatica made
sure it would work after launch."
-Brad Bonomo, Compliance Testing, Chief Operating Officer
See what's possible when you have growth-friendly technology and awardwinning support behind you. Contact the ACC Software Solutions team to
schedule a product demo!

ACC Software Solutions
Cherry Hill, NJ
(856) 335 - 1010
4acc.com
ACC Software
Solutions
ACC Software
Solutions
@ACC_Software
ACC Software
Solutions
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